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The station during the window uncovering.

This week saw quite a bit of detector activity, with various software upgrades
being deployed to SPS. The uptime was slightly pushed down by the DOM-MB
upgrade and pdaq taking a few minutes to recover the detector after a runfail.

On station, after more than four months, we uncovered the windows again,
since it is now too bright for the most sensitive aurora cameras. The redeploy-
ment process slowly starts to move, as station occupants got their redeployment-
forms this week.
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Operations Charge	

•  Keep the detector running!	

–  reliable hardware and software	

–  fast response time to problems (automatic paging)	

–  2 winterovers + northern support team���
	


•  Ensure high-quality data to collaboration	

–  monitoring and verification of every run	

–  calibration	

–  good / bad run tracking	


•  Support continued expansion of IceCube science	

–  new features in online systems	

–  improvements supporting multi-messenger program	
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Uptime	
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Uptime average >99% every month since February 2014 (last week: 99.7%)���
	

Clean uptime: successful run, no missing strings, no problems found;	

regularly exceeding 95% (less during austral summer maintenance periods)	
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IceCube Online Systems	


Secondary 
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x 60
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Hardware Stability	

	

•  Acopian (DOM) power supplies 

have the highest failure rate	

–  additional spares shipped to pole 

last season	

–  5–6 / year average	


	

•  No DOM failures since dark 

sector power outage, May 2013	


•  No custom hub component 
failures (DOR/DSB cards)	

–  budget for DOR repair / DSB re-

spin 	
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Component	   Failures	  

Acopian	  (DOM)	  
power	  supplies	  

6	  

Hub	  ATX	  power	  
supplies	  

3	  

SBC	  RAM	  
modules	  

2	  

DOMHub	  hard	  
drives	  

1	  

SBCs	   0	  

DOR	  cards	   0	  

DSB	  cards	   0	  

DOMs	   0	  

Failures since May 1, 2014	




Computing Upgrades	

•  Most systems upgraded in 2013–14	


–  48 Dell PowerEdge R720 servers	

–  97 DOMHub single-board computers 

(Atom D525)	


•  Server reliability better than planned	

–  no performance bottlenecks	

–  replacement timeline extended to 2017–

18	


•  No further DOMHub SBC upgrade 
planned	

–  modest budget for additional spares	

–  investigating new hub designs as 

contingency plan	

–  Gen2 surface hardware will be backward-

compatible	
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IceCube DAQ(s)	
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Secondary 
Builder 

pDAQ	

forms triggers (e.g. 8-fold multiplicity)	

stores DOM waveforms + hit times	


SNDAQ	

monitors DOMs’ dark noise rates	

looks for global rise on short time scale	


DOMs	

n=5404	
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Uptime improvements	

•  Recovery of data from failed 

runs 	

–  deployed April 2013	

–  tracking in IceCube Live	

–  significant increase in clean 

uptime gained	


•  Stopless run transitions	

–  deployed April 2015	

–  32-hour full run restart	


•  Extended stopless runs	

–  recovery of dropped DOMs	

–  planned for 2016	
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Supernova (SN)DAQ	

•  Detection principle: global noise 

rate increase from many ~10 MeV 
neutrino interactions	


•  Scaler dark noise counts from in-
ice DOMs (4b count / 1.6 ms)	


•  Artificial dead-time introduced	

–  reduces bursts of correlated noise 

hits	

–  avg. rate lowered: 540 Hz to 290 Hz	


•  Real-time significance of any global 
rise estimated	
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IceCube Collaboration: R. Abbasi et al.: IceCube Sensitivity for Low-Energy Neutrinos from Nearby Supernovae
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Fig. 5. Effective volume Veffγ per DOM (left axis) for detection of
Cherenkov photons with (300 - 600) nm wavelength plotted as a
function of depth. The effective positron volume can be read off
the right axis. DeepCore strings are not included in these plots.

kpc (5 kpc) would require a 0.45 (1.6) Mton background free
detector to statistically compete with IceCube.

The second approachwas to apply a GEANT-3.21GCALOR
based simulation of individual events that includes νe and ν̄e
on protons, electrons and 16/17/18O, positron annihilation and
neutron capture, the photon propagation in the ice including
the effect of dust layers, detector geometry, and the DOM
response (Richard, 2008). The ν̄e + p → e+ + n cross section
parametrization of Vogel & Beacom (1999), which is in good
agreement with Strumia & Vissani (2003), was used. Positron
annihilation and hydrogen capture of neutrons produce photons
of 0.51MeV and 2.22MeV energy, respectively. These add, pre-
dominantly by Compton scattering and subsequent Cherenkov
emission, ≈ 1 MeV to the recorded energy. Rates from neutrino
interactions on electrons reveal a 20% dependence on the
incoming neutrino direction due to the small angle between
neutrinos and scattered electrons and a directional dependence
of the DOM efficiencies. Fig. 6 shows the clustering of detected
inverse beta neutrino interactions at the position of the detector
strings to visualize the effective volumes. The use of events with
two or more DOMs detecting photons from the same positron to
improve upon IceCube’s sensitivity at large supernova distances
and to track relative changes in the average neutrino energy will
be discussed in a future paper. If several photons arrive close
in time at the same DOM they will be counted as one hit; if
one of the photons is delayed by scattering it will be rejected
by the artificial dead time requirement. The two independent
approaches for the determination of the detected number of
events agree within 10%.

One may obtain a rate estimate from measured data by
scaling the 11 events Kamiokande-II observed during the
Supernova SN1987A neutrino burst to IceCube’s effective
volume of Antarctic ice. Assuming the ν energy spectrum
of Vissani & Paglioroli (2009), accounting for the Kamiokande-
II energy threshold and positron detection efficiency, and tak-
ing into account the loss due to IceCube’s artificial dead time
we determine a signal expectation of 113 ± 36 detected photons
per IceCube module within the first 15 s for a SN1987A like su-
pernova near the galactic center at 10 kpc distance. The results
are consistent with earlier simulations (Feser, 2004; Jacobsen,
1996) performed for AMANDA that assumed homogeneous ice,
after correcting for the different photomultiplier sensitive areas,
optical module transparencies and dust layers in the ice.
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Fig. 6. Detected neutrino inverse beta decay interaction vertices
projected onto the horizontal plane based on a GEANT-3.21 sim-
ulation with 10 million neutrino interactions.

4.2. Real-Time Analysis Method

The analysis monitors the collective rate increase ∆µ in all
DOMs induced by Cherenkov photons uniformly distributed in
the ice. As discussed in Sect. 4.1, the photons are radiated by e±
produced by reacting supernova neutrinos. Counting Ni pulses
during a given time interval ∆t, rates ri = Ni/∆t for DOM i, are
derived. The index i ranges from 1 to the total number of oper-
ational optical modules NDOM. With sufficiently large ∆t’s, the
distributions of the ri’s can be described by lognormal distribu-
tions that, for simplicity, are approximated by Gaussian distri-
butions with rate expectation values ⟨ri⟩ and corresponding stan-
dard deviation expectation values ⟨σi⟩. These expectation values
are computed from moving 300 s time intervals before and af-
ter the investigated time interval. Shorter time intervals reduce
the sensitivity of the analysis. At the beginning and the end of a
SNDAQ-run, asymmetric intervals are used. The time windows
exclude 30 s before and after the investigated bin in order to re-
duce the impact of a wide signal on the mean rates.

The most likely collective rate deviation ∆µ of all DOM
noise rates ri from their individual ⟨ri⟩’s, assuming the null hy-
pothesis of no signal, is obtained by maximizing the likelihood

L(∆µ) =
NDOM
∏

i=1

1
√
2π ⟨σi⟩

exp(− (ri − (⟨ri⟩ + ϵi ∆µ))
2

2⟨σi⟩2
) . (6)

Here ϵi denotes a correction for module and depth dependent
detection probabilities. An analytic minimization of − lnL leads
to

∆µ = σ2∆µ

NDOM
∑

i=1

ϵi (ri − ⟨ri⟩)
⟨σi⟩2

, (7)

with an approximate uncertainty of

σ2∆µ =
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. (8)

Note that ∆µ has the structure of a weighted average sum: each
optical module contributes with the deviation of its expected

8

GEANT simulation of detected���
inverse beta decay events	
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Alerts + SNEWS	

•  Iridium link allows:	


–  near real-time monitoring of 
SNDAQ light curve	


–  e-mail, SMS in case of high-
significance alert	


–  forwarding of alarms to 
SuperNova Early Warning 
System (SNEWS)	


•  Real-time correction of muon 
rate fluctuations	

–  new alert thresholds (Aug. 2015)	

–  for LMC supernova: probability 

to pass SNEWS threshold from 
12% to 85%	
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IceCube Live  v2.1.0  Tuesday, April 16, 2013 15:29:49 UTC

Supernova DAQ Alarm on SPS

Approximate Trigger Time: 2013-04-03 06:11:13.522457688 (1 week, 6 days ago)
-Approximate trigger time may not correctly account for leap seconds-

Exact Trigger Time: 7971073522457688 ns from beginning of year 2013

Signal: 4.79152 Signal Error: 0.593621

Chi Squared: 5127.56 Active Channels: 5069

Analysis Binsize: 4.0 s

Light Curve

Time (seconds)

Data: 149.372, 150.74, 149.874, 149.646, 149.553, 149.916, 149.92, 149.511, 149.31, 149.649, 149.787, 149.405, 149.594, 150.155, 149.858, 149.474,
149.332, 149.519, 149.645, 149.834, 149.852, 149.419, 149.679, 149.296, 149.352, 149.732, 149.497, 150.38, 149.164, 149.358, 149.153, 149.8,
149.878, 149.581, 150.74, 149.592, 149.549, 149.148, 149.663, 149.705, 149.337, 149.268, 149.605, 149.378, 149.45, 149.576, 149.766, 149.993,
149.113, 149.945, 149.602, 149.988, 149.154, 149.592, 149.549, 149.394, 149.412, 150.79, 149.824, 149.839, 150.278, 150.637, 150.529, 150.0,
150.499, 149.694, 149.971, 150.242, 149.396, 149.675, 149.749, 149.528, 149.705, 149.513, 149.931, 149.254, 149.48, 149.883, 149.384, 149.858,
150.124, 149.569, 149.593, 149.654, 150.117, 149.219, 149.785, 149.195, 149.803, 149.673, 149.817, 148.973, 149.666, 149.19, 149.639, 149.489,
149.388, 149.519, 149.137, 149.218, 149.99, 149.605, 150.9, 149.533, 149.793, 150.137, 150.62, 149.863, 149.96, 149.637, 149.755, 149.823, 149.45,
149.645, 150.63, 150.333, 149.731, 149.665, 149.66, 149.371, 150.5, 149.618, 149.48, 149.596, 149.75, 149.555, 149.798, 149.404, 149.373, 149.714,
149.737, 149.246, 149.501, 149.663, 149.428, 149.174, 149.196, 149.438, 149.764, 149.749, 149.719, 149.629, 149.972, 149.698, 149.353, 149.981,
149.138, 149.77, 149.974, 149.276, 149.687, 150.38, 149.174, 149.399, 149.605, 149.683, 150.22, 149.523, 149.144, 149.375, 149.606, 149.895,
149.635, 149.543, 149.928, 149.644, 149.365, 149.46, 149.158, 150.3, 149.542, 149.75, 149.693, 149.591, 149.824, 149.776, 149.452, 149.638, 149.88,
149.142
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Hitspooling	

•  Scaler system good for triggering 

but limits follow-up analysis	


•  Hitspooling: save all DOM hits to 
hub disks	

–  2 MB/s per string	

–  ring buffering in files on hubs	


•  Interfaced to SNDAQ	

–  save files around ���

SN trigger time	

–  package and send north	

–  active since 2013	


•  SNDAQ use case: determine mean 
SN neutrino energy	
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DOM
Hub	  

to	  trigger	  etc.	  

hitspool	  files	  
currently	  ~16h	  

x97	  

all	  hits	  

HS	  request?	   2ndbuild	  
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OmicronD	


•  Logical extension of 
hitspooling	


•  Decouples data-taking from 
trigger, event builder	


•  Architecture supports 
IceCube Gen2	

–  DOMHub becomes a “DOM 

to Ethernet” box	

–  Hits stored on servers	
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DOM
Hub	  

to	  trigger	  etc.	  

hitspool	  files	  
(~7	  days)	  

omicrond	  
hit	  server	  

x97	  

all	  hits	  
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IceCube Live	
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I3Moni 2.0	


•  Monitoring data collected from DAQ, SNDAQ, PnF	

•  Improved accuracy and maintainability compared to 

current system	

•  Web pages in alpha release; rollout in 2016	
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I3MS	


•  I3MS: IceCube Messaging System	

–  uses Iridium RUDICS satellite connection	

–  moves IceCube Live monitoring data off of ASC Iridium modems	

–  restores “thinlink” ssh capabilities���
	


•  Operating in testing mode since May 2015; rollout this pole 
season	


•  Supports expansion of real-time program	

–  lower latency for alerts (~20 seconds)	

–  support for large messages (e.g. compressed HESE events)	


LiveControl	   I3MS	   I3MS	   I3Live	  
(north)	  

SPS	   WIPAC	  
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Hitspool Future Plans	

•  Extend lookback time to 5–7 

days	

	

•  I3Live hitspooling page 	

–  view requests from SNDAQ, 

PnF, etc.	

–  user-triggered hitspool requests	


•  Supports creative new 
analyses and multi-messenger 
program	
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Hitspool Request from I3Live	

(still in development)	




Use Case: Thermalized Neutrons	


•  Thermalized neutrons from neutrino-induced hadronic showers 
produce late hits outside of trigger readout window	


•  New filter selecting HESE events will trigger 1-second hitspool 
capture (4 events/day above 1500 PE)	


•  Better neutrino energy reconstruction; possible CC/NC separation?	
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MC study delayed neutrons 

• CLSIM + HP Neutron Physics list of G4 
• Generate  10 x 100 TeV hadronic and em showers (Bert)  
      + starting track (Snuffleupagus kinematics) 
• Look for close delayed pulses 
      e.g. time > 10 μs, distance e.g. < 150 m 

Positron shower Hadronic shower 

Still more work to do; original proposal: new high energy trigger with O(500 μs) readout window  

Rachel Simoni and Kael Hanson  



IceTop Snow Accumulation	
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•  Average snow accumulation of 20 cm/yr���
	


•  Loss of EM shower component; 12% 
decrease in trigger rate / year���
	


•  Contractor snow removal has ceased	




Prototype Scintillators	

•  Restore IceTop efficiency with co-located 

scintillators	

–  also useful for veto studies	


•  4 prototype panels assembled and tested 
in Madison	

–  MINOS scintillator + 1” PMT	

–  DOM mainboard for digitization and 

timing	

–  installation using existing IceTop cabling	


•  Will be deployed at 2 IceTop stations in 
December / January	


•  Coincident hits will be read out into 
IceCube data stream	


scinXllator	  
panel	  +	  	  fibers	  

readout	  /	  	  
digiXzaXon	  
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Scintillator Future Plans	

•  Next-generation DOM mainboard for 

scintillator readout	


•  New FieldHub fans out to scintillators	

–  next-gen copper communications + 

White Rabbit timing to ICL	

–  OR mini-fieldhub / White Rabbit node in 

scintillator box	


•  Connection to ICL via power + fiber	

–  allows future veto extension beyond 

IceTop footprint	


•  Testbed for Gen2 HEA architecture	
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Topology	  2:	  
Gen2	  mainboard	  +	  WR	  node	  	  

power	  
+	  fiber	  

Topology	  1:	  
separate	  FieldHub	  

power	  
+	  fiber	  

copper	  



Summary + Looking Forward	

•  Continue improving stability and uptime	


–  longer stopless runs	

–  decouple data-taking and trigger (OmicronD)	

–  contingency plan in case of increased surface hardware failure rate	


•  Improved data quality with new monitoring system (I3Moni 2.0) 	

–  better signal-to-noise in monitoring alerts	

–  maintainable for life of experiment	


•  Restore IceTop efficiency + test next-gen hardware	


•  Support growth of science mission	

–  hitspooling improvements	

–  better real-time infrastructure	
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Backup	
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DOMs and Calibration	

•  Very low failure rate	

– 98.5% of deployed DOMs active	

–  last 2 failures in 2013 (0.04%)	


•  DOMs “self-calibrate”	

– built-in reference circuits	

– HV/gain tuning via SPEs	

–  relative gain determination to 

1.3%	
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Gain change, 2014 to 2015	


no shift, σ=1.3%	
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SNDAQ Sensitivity	
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IceCube Collaboration: R. Abbasi et al.: IceCube Sensitivity for Low-Energy Neutrinos from Nearby Supernovae

distinguished. From sets of several thousand test experiments,
we will typically determine limits at the 90% confidence level,
while requiring that the tested scenario is detected in at least
50% of the cases. Note that the ranges obtained should be inter-
preted as optimal as we assume that the model shapes are per-
fectly known and only the overall flux is left to vary; we also
disregard the possibility that multiple effects, such as matter in-
duced neutrino oscillations and neutrino self-interactions, could
co-exist and thus may be hard to disentangle.

6.1. Expected Supernova Signal

Evaluating Eq. 5 one obtains the rate spectra of Fig. 10 for a
supernova at 10 kpc distance. With a maximal signal-over-noise
ratio of ≈ 55 for the Lawrence-Livermore model, the neutrino
burst can clearly be detected with IceCube. Also, the still hy-
pothetical accretion phase lasting from (0 - 0.5) s can be sep-
arated from the subsequent cooling phase with high statistical
precision. The study of the cooling phase is limited by the pho-
tomultiplier noise in particular for the case of the light O-Ne-Mg
model by Hüdepohl et al. (2010).
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Fig. 10. Expected rate distribution at 10 kpc distance for the
Lawrence-Livermore model (dashed line) and O-Ne-Mg model
by Hüdepohl et al. (2010) with the full set of neutrino opacities
(solid line). . The 1σ-band corresponding to measured detector
noise (hatched area) has a width of about ± 330 counts.

The oscillation scenario B for an inverted neutrino mass hi-
erarchy shows the largest signal for the Lawrence-Livermore
and Garching models because energetic ν̄x will oscillate into ν̄e,
harden their spectrum and thus increase the detection probabil-
ity. The scenario without any oscillation is presented as a ref-
erence and leads to the weakest signal. Scenario A (normal hi-
erarchy) and Scenario C (very small θ13 < 0.09◦) are hard to
distinguish due to their very similar effect on neutrino mixing.

Clear differences between the oscillation scenarios in abso-
lute rate and shape appear in Fig. 11. Assuming that the model
shapes are known but not necessarily the overall normalization,
the inverted hierarchy can be distinguished from the null hypoth-
esis of a normal hierarchy up to distances of 16 kpc.

6.2. Significance and Galaxy Coverage

The simulation of an expected signal from a supernova within
the MilkyWay has to take into account the number of likely pro-

genitor stars in the Galaxy as a function of the distance from
Earth. The expected significances of supernova signals accord-
ing to the Lawrence-Livermore model for three oscillation sce-
narios are shown in Fig. 12. For this particular model, the sig-
nificances for the 4 s and 10 s binning turn out to be approx-
imately 20% and 50% lower than for 0.5 s, respectively. For
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Fig. 12. Significance versus distance assuming the Lawrence-
Livermore model. The significances are increased by neutrino
oscillations in the star by typically 15% in case of a normal hi-
erarchy (Scenario A) and 40% in case of an inverted hierarchy
(Scenario B). The Magellanic Clouds as well as center and edge
of the Milky Way are marked. The density of the data points
reflect the star distribution.

the graph, the supernova progenitor distribution predicted by
Bahcall & Piran (1983) was used. For the Magellanic Clouds,
which contain roughly 5% of the stars in the Milky Way, a uni-
form star distribution along the diameters of the galaxies was
assumed for simplicity.

IceCube is able to detect supernovae residing in the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) with an average significance of (5.7 ±
1.5) σ in a 0.5 s binning, assuming the Lawrence-Livermore
model. The uncertainty reflects different oscillation scenarios.
Supernovae in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) can be de-
tected with an average significance of (3.2 ± 1.1) σ and will in
general not trigger sending an alarm to SNEWS, as indicated
by a horizontal line in Fig. 12. IceCube will observe supernovae
in the entire Milky Way with at least a significance of 12 σ at
30 kpc distance.

6.3. Onset of Neutrino Production

The analysis of the deleptonization peak that immediately fol-
lows the collapse is of considerable interest, since its magnitude
and time profile are rather independent of the initial star mass
and of the nuclear equation of state; the variation is estimated
by (Keil et al., 2003) to be around 6%. Thus the electron neu-
trino luminosity may be used as a standard candle to measure
the distance to the supernova.

As the deleptonization peak lasts for only 10ms, the data are
evaluated in the finest available time binning of 2ms, as depicted
in Fig. 11. The deleptonization signal is detected by the elastic
νe + e− → νe + e− reaction with a cross section times the number
of targets ≈ 50 times smaller than for the ν̄e + p → e+ + n in-
teraction. As the ν̄e flux rises rapidly following the collapse, the
deleptonization peak remains almost completely hidden, espe-
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distinguished. From sets of several thousand test experiments,
we will typically determine limits at the 90% confidence level,
while requiring that the tested scenario is detected in at least
50% of the cases. Note that the ranges obtained should be inter-
preted as optimal as we assume that the model shapes are per-
fectly known and only the overall flux is left to vary; we also
disregard the possibility that multiple effects, such as matter in-
duced neutrino oscillations and neutrino self-interactions, could
co-exist and thus may be hard to disentangle.

6.1. Expected Supernova Signal

Evaluating Eq. 5 one obtains the rate spectra of Fig. 10 for a
supernova at 10 kpc distance. With a maximal signal-over-noise
ratio of ≈ 55 for the Lawrence-Livermore model, the neutrino
burst can clearly be detected with IceCube. Also, the still hy-
pothetical accretion phase lasting from (0 - 0.5) s can be sep-
arated from the subsequent cooling phase with high statistical
precision. The study of the cooling phase is limited by the pho-
tomultiplier noise in particular for the case of the light O-Ne-Mg
model by Hüdepohl et al. (2010).
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Fig. 10. Expected rate distribution at 10 kpc distance for the
Lawrence-Livermore model (dashed line) and O-Ne-Mg model
by Hüdepohl et al. (2010) with the full set of neutrino opacities
(solid line). . The 1σ-band corresponding to measured detector
noise (hatched area) has a width of about ± 330 counts.

The oscillation scenario B for an inverted neutrino mass hi-
erarchy shows the largest signal for the Lawrence-Livermore
and Garching models because energetic ν̄x will oscillate into ν̄e,
harden their spectrum and thus increase the detection probabil-
ity. The scenario without any oscillation is presented as a ref-
erence and leads to the weakest signal. Scenario A (normal hi-
erarchy) and Scenario C (very small θ13 < 0.09◦) are hard to
distinguish due to their very similar effect on neutrino mixing.

Clear differences between the oscillation scenarios in abso-
lute rate and shape appear in Fig. 11. Assuming that the model
shapes are known but not necessarily the overall normalization,
the inverted hierarchy can be distinguished from the null hypoth-
esis of a normal hierarchy up to distances of 16 kpc.

6.2. Significance and Galaxy Coverage

The simulation of an expected signal from a supernova within
the MilkyWay has to take into account the number of likely pro-

genitor stars in the Galaxy as a function of the distance from
Earth. The expected significances of supernova signals accord-
ing to the Lawrence-Livermore model for three oscillation sce-
narios are shown in Fig. 12. For this particular model, the sig-
nificances for the 4 s and 10 s binning turn out to be approx-
imately 20% and 50% lower than for 0.5 s, respectively. For
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Fig. 12. Significance versus distance assuming the Lawrence-
Livermore model. The significances are increased by neutrino
oscillations in the star by typically 15% in case of a normal hi-
erarchy (Scenario A) and 40% in case of an inverted hierarchy
(Scenario B). The Magellanic Clouds as well as center and edge
of the Milky Way are marked. The density of the data points
reflect the star distribution.

the graph, the supernova progenitor distribution predicted by
Bahcall & Piran (1983) was used. For the Magellanic Clouds,
which contain roughly 5% of the stars in the Milky Way, a uni-
form star distribution along the diameters of the galaxies was
assumed for simplicity.

IceCube is able to detect supernovae residing in the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) with an average significance of (5.7 ±
1.5) σ in a 0.5 s binning, assuming the Lawrence-Livermore
model. The uncertainty reflects different oscillation scenarios.
Supernovae in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) can be de-
tected with an average significance of (3.2 ± 1.1) σ and will in
general not trigger sending an alarm to SNEWS, as indicated
by a horizontal line in Fig. 12. IceCube will observe supernovae
in the entire Milky Way with at least a significance of 12 σ at
30 kpc distance.

6.3. Onset of Neutrino Production

The analysis of the deleptonization peak that immediately fol-
lows the collapse is of considerable interest, since its magnitude
and time profile are rather independent of the initial star mass
and of the nuclear equation of state; the variation is estimated
by (Keil et al., 2003) to be around 6%. Thus the electron neu-
trino luminosity may be used as a standard candle to measure
the distance to the supernova.

As the deleptonization peak lasts for only 10ms, the data are
evaluated in the finest available time binning of 2ms, as depicted
in Fig. 11. The deleptonization signal is detected by the elastic
νe + e− → νe + e− reaction with a cross section times the number
of targets ≈ 50 times smaller than for the ν̄e + p → e+ + n in-
teraction. As the ν̄e flux rises rapidly following the collapse, the
deleptonization peak remains almost completely hidden, espe-
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Simulated summed signal 	

(10 kpc distance)	


Detection significance vs. distance	

(LL model)	


see	  Abbasi	  et	  al.,	  A&A	  535	  A109	  (2011) 	  	  
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Escalation Scheme	
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SN Physics via Hitspooling	

•  Access to all detected photons 

allows:	

–  subtraction of atmospheric muons, 

correlated DOM noise	

–  analysis of hit multiplicity	


•  Ratio of single hits to double hits 
correlates with mean neutrino 
energy 	
	


•  In case of nearby (0.5 kpc) 
supernova:	

–  no worries about scaler saturation	

–  data recovery in case of pDAQ 

failure	


10/18/15	
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3. Determination of the average neutrino energy

The average neutrino energy can be extracted in IceCube with MeV resolution for galactic
supernova with 10 kpc distance and with sub MeV resolution for a dense core detector
such as Pingu [? ? ]. The method to determine the average energy relies on the evolution
of the fraction of coincident events relative to the total single hit rate with the average
energy of the supernova neutrino emission. The energy dependence becomes stronger
when the optical modules are closer together, explaining the improvement of Pingu’s
potential compared to that of IceCube.

The relative precision is depicted in Fig. 1 as function of distance and average energy. To
be most conservative, flux, energy and spectral shape were taken from the collapse of an
O-Ne-Mg 8.8 M� progenitor star, the lowest mass progenitor known to undergo a core
collapse.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the precision on the determination of the average neutrino energy in (left)
IceCube and (right) Pingu for a supernova at 20 (black), 10 (blue) and 5 (red) kPc distance.
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mean energy determination	


20 kpc	


10 kpc	


5 kpc	
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